**SETTING | Warehouse**

**REMEMBERING | Workers**

- Taking time out of the workday to memorialize during a moment of silence.
- Elevated space?
  - Projections? Displayed at certain times -- mental/emotional space. Provides a ritual.
- Is there a way to have a permanent way to have things without conflicting with the warehouse works?
- Incorporate silhouettes or names?
  - Silhouette/mural on the ceiling? Names. A means to incorporate memorialization into the everyday functioning of the factory.
- Projections would incorporate best aspects of having a ceiling display while also making the memorial time-based, a set period to take time and reflect.
- Provide a forum CMS for workers to add audio images, etc.
SETTING | University campus/quad area
REMEMBERING | Students, faculty, staff, and local residents

A matrix of lights on the ground mimics the growth patterns

How can we inverse this? celebrating love / healing

Shape of lights in school logo?

An array of desks, invite visitors to "carve" a message into the desk

Think about how the virus spreads..

Empty Desks

FINAL: an array of desks, each with a light. the lights are programmed to mimic the "Spread" of love. Visitors are invited to "Carve" a message into the desk.

Full list of alum, covid affected are dimmed/off
SETTNG | Town Hall
REMEMBERING | Mayor/1st Selectman

One person memorial

Element of service

Related to health care workers or essential workers, helping others

Day of remembrance - encouraging an act of service in the community

Community bulletin board where people can ask for, or offer service - virtual or physical

Building community - inclusive access

Promoting generosity

Photos and messages archived and curated

Notes of thanks, notes of encouragement
SETTING | Correctional Institution

REMEMBERING | Inmates and staff

Stuff on top of tombstones like cigarettes. Things of value - offering

Build groups rallying around a person who passed away

Collaboratively, user driven

Poetry or Music

Correctional Facility Remembering Inmates & Staff

A moment of silence before eating

Draw Murals on the building
SETTING | 7th floor, Smith Hospital
REMEMBERING | Jeffrey, a nurse who died of Covid-19 in April, 2020

how to show something from the outside, color of floor, light showing to outside

personalization, articles, clothing memorabilia, photographs

projection of color, moving from helpfulness, to sombreness, but shifting back and forth

moving towards hope, this is temporary moving towards light from dark, make it cylical

messages from family or coworkers

sound, moment of sound at a certain time of day, a mini timeline an entire day in a series of minutes

move towards light at end of hallway, with light shining out from interior to exterior

sound of clapping for workers

motion activated for people walking through it - help multi sensory
SETTING | Public park
REMEMBERING | Local residents

Rainbow
Musical Balusters
Wind Chimes
Names on Balusters & Footsteps
Explanations on hand rail
Awning with holes - foot prints or leaves
Bench - maybe @ either end
SETTING | Shuttered restaurant
REMEMBERING | A local business that served the community

Bus Food Truck

Designed around the idea of the path of eating at restaurant - sit/orientation, menu/choose, order/choose, drink/play, wait/converse, eat/process, pay/reflect etc.

Empty Plates to emphasize what is missing?

Theme of food truck is what is not there. What are we missing? And perhaps another component is helping to feed community in need.

Drivethru foodbank

Sights, smells, sounds, video - motion responsive

Sights, smells, sounds, video - motion responsive

Sounds of restaurant, wall of sound where you could listen to memories of eating

Ghost signs - signs that are faded. Project video that shows what the restaurant used to look like.

Virtual bar

Communal feeling and eating with strangers. Maybe a virtual table to eat with others.
SETTING | Shopping mall
REMEMBERING | Local residents

something that gives back to local community

make a wish. wishing well.

Public art as means to convey message (fountain becomes musical instrument)
SETTING | Shopping mall
REMEMBERING | Local residents

- Taking advantage of existing features
- Number and scale of the loss
- Using a community focus - customizable symbol
- Missing people with personalized stories
- Incorporating sound, lights or water

- Cooperative, storytelling, social
- Physicalize something along the path, like a bench
- Use of shapes that convey a sense of equity.
Nature-based sculptural space for contemplation and conversation, with a whisper-bench moment for sharing memories with someone sitting far away or even a stranger. Perhaps with recordings to listen to memories left at a different time.
Symbols:
Lit Pillars
Column of light at night
Auditory: wind,
Cameras and light towards speaker
Breathe

Public service
Leadership
Clarity
Community
Performative

Connection
Press conferences, speeches
Williams
Translation, Language Translations
Holding + Supporting

symbolic heart of town architecture
Columns + Pillars

SETTING | Town Hall
REMEMBERING | Mayor/1st Selectman
SETTING | 7th floor, Smith Hospital
REMEMBERING | Jeffrey, a nurse who died of Covid-19 in April, 2020

Chalkboard/post-it wall - invite other nurses/doctors to add remembrances of Jeffrey
Write remembrance on a mask and hang along corridor
Wall of badges - laminated notes with tributes to Jeffrey
Digital experience of drawing on a mask image? Project or display on monitor along wall?

Silkscreen quotes on scrubs

TIMELINE on floor of Jeffrey's life - ending in remembrance wall
Focal point - Jeffrey's stethoscope, badge, scrubs in a shadowbox with notes arrayed around it.
SETTING | Public park
REMEMBERING | Local residents

Sound installation - whisper dishes to share conversation with strangers

Feeling safe - include social distance markers? Not hidden, visible by others

Balance safety and privacy

Include seating for reflection

Informal, approachable

Tell me a memory of a neighbor. Love it!

Curved seating and planes to climb and explore

A place for neighbors to enjoy together, feel safe, and participate together include human forms to recall specific neighbors
SETTING | Correctional Institution
REMEMBERING | Inmates and staff

Common area - outside or food hall? Outside seems better? How to manage the equality of staff and inmates?

Create an installation of mason jars of empty air of breath, represent containment.

Illumination could be used to commemorate anniversaries of death, or when a new person dies.

This is challenging because we are not familiar with this lived experience so would want to have participants be co-creators.

We don’t if gender is an issue - who are there inmates? Maybe the installation is more reductive and not specific – bodies in the space.

Perhaps have names of fallen on the jar instead of “mason”
SETTING | Shuttered restaurant
REMEMBERING | A local business that served the community

Site becomes a community food sharing event. Symbolizing how the restaurant used to nourish it's community.

Tables and chairs setup in the environment to show a loss of activity, people business.

Place settings at tables have individuals names who have passed. been effected by the pandemic.

Candles lit as memorial, donation given, to help support others in need.

Reservation book with names
SETTING | School bus
REMEMBERING | Bus driver

- working school bus
- happy color
- lights and song
- welcoming moment
- share children's artwork of bus driver

window

doors

steps
SETTING | School cafeteria
REMEMBERING | Cafeteria worker

Tray liners with worker picture
Empty tray
Missing worker on the line

mirror
donate

Miss B.